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PACIFICA
GRADUATE INSTITUTE
SANTA BARBARA, CALIFORNIA
Explore the Country’s Premier
School of Depth Psychology

Pacifica’s unique mission primarily attracts innovative and creative working professionals who are interested in a rigorous intellectual experience that connects with their souls and positively transforms how they see the world. A Pacifica graduate degree equips them for the vocation they feel called to, whether to enhance what they are already doing or equip them for new and additional work in the world.

A PERSONALIZED, INNOVATIVE EDUCATION

Masters & Doctoral Programs
M.A. in Counseling Psychology
Psy.D. in Counseling Psychology
M.A./Ph.D. in Clinical Psychology
M.A./Ph.D. in Depth Psychology with Specializations in
• Jungian and Archetypal Studies
• Community, Liberation, Indigenous, and Eco-Psychologies
M.A. in Engaged Humanities and the Creative Life
M.A./Ph.D. in Mythological Studies
Ph.D. in Depth Psychology with Specialization in Integrative Therapy and Healing Practices

Virtual Information Day
Friday, January 28, 2022
Join us virtually to experience Pacifica’s unique degree programs through faculty-led, program specific information sessions and learn more about admissions procedures, available financial aid and resources.

Register at pacifica.edu

Pacifica is accredited by the Western Association of Schools and Colleges (WASC).
LA WEEKLY’S 2021 HOLIDAY GIFT GUIDE

The holidays are already here and we recommend celebrating the season of giving with these unique experiences and Christmas gifts sure to delight everyone on your list!

BY LA WEEKLY

Acme 5

Come and visit this urban oasis in Santa Monica on Lincoln Blvd.

It is a one-of-a-kind retail experience, filled with considered handicrafts from both local and international artisans. From pottery, baskets, sabra silk pillows, mud cloth, and blankets to indoor plants and specimen cacti, it is easy to find the perfect holiday gift. They also carry a full line of indoor and outdoor furniture.

Ask about their boho holiday gift baskets.

acme5lifestyle.com

African Dream Foods

This holiday send someone you love a Hot Sauce Gift Box from African Dream Foods, the hottest gift of the season! Build-your-own gift pack – choose from any of the 8 bold African flavors of sauces, 3 spicy salts, and a smoky seasoning and support wildlife conservation with your purchase.

Find assorted Hot Sauce Gift Packs on Amazon starting at $24.95.

Use discount code LAWEEKLY to get 15% off through December 31st at AfricanDreamFoods.com.

Clean Origin

Sparkle like the first snow this holiday season in our diamond stud earrings!

Shopping with Clean Origin is the best way to go ethical with lab-grown, gorgeous diamonds at great prices.

Available in white and yellow gold, our amazing studs start at $435 for 1/2 carat round diamond earrings.

We’ve turned a classic staple into something special by offering studs in various styles, including pear, round, halo, emerald, oval, and princess cut.

CleanOrigin.com

Geologie

Holiday Skincare Gift Set

A one-stop, complete skincare bundle to improve the appearance of your skin, fight breakouts, and prevent fine lines and wrinkles. This award-winning set is built around effective, trusted ingredients that dermatologists have been using for decades. Each set comes with face wash, day cream, night cream, and eye cream, making it the perfect gift for yourself or a loved one.

gologie.com/products/holiday-skincare-gift-set

Get Hooked

Get Hooked brings you the freshest catch from small boat, California fishing families to your door with recipes and stories. Get your fish lover a gift certificate for a month of deliveries from a women-owned business. Choose your size and their seafood preferences upon sign-up. In addition to the “catch of the day,” you can also try Get Hooked taco kits, poke bowls, marinated fillets, fresh bread, and local pantry items!

gethookedseafood.com

Holiday Road

Holiday Road is an immersive holiday experience featuring larger than life installations, thousands of lights and all of your favorite holiday cheer! Guests will be transported into a winter wonderland along our expansive walking trail complete with everything from the North Pole, Elf Village, Gingerbread Lane, light tunnels and much more! Join us this season at Holiday Road at King Gillette Ranch in Calabasas for the most wonderful time of the year! Limited tickets available at holidayroadusa.com

Fat Fit & Happy

GIVE THE GIFT OF PERSONALIZED TRAINING!

Got a loved one who wants to get healthier but doesn't know where to start? ACE Certified Trainer, Roz Baker can help. Two personal training video sessions and book for only $75! Healthy fits all sizes – you just need to START. Hurry, special ends 01/01/2022

Email: rozbaker@fitfathappy.com to sign up.
Kástra Elión

Family-owned and artisan-crafted in Greece, Kástra Elión is the original Premium Sipping Vodka distilled from Greek olives – picked by hand, then blended with curated grains and natural spring water from crystalline rock to produce a vodka of unparalleled smoothness and timeless sophistication. Kástra Elión combines tradition, innovation and a love for the flavors and heritage of the Mediterranean.

Find us at Bristol Farms, Avra, Osteria Mozza, Wally’s, Taverna Tony, Bar Keeper, Mel & Rose.

Kastraelion.com

After Happily Ever After

After Happily Ever After is the award-winning novel that PopSugar named one of the best books of 2021! The story takes a humorous look at marriage, family, the empty nest, aging parents and what happens when they come crashing down at the same time. Kirkus Reviews said: “Rasmussen is a freelance journalist and former TV sitcom writer, and the latter is evident in the novel’s sharp, funny dialogue and wry, observational narration.”

lesliearasmussen.com

OneSkin

The first topical supplement of its kind designed to extend your skin'span by improving skin health and skin strength. Our proprietary peptide, OS-01, has been shown to rejuvenate your skin on a molecular level and effectively treat the negative implications of aging.

- Scientifically developed by a team of female PhDs
- Safe beauty (meets the strictest criteria for transparency and health)
- Vegan and cruelty free
- Safe for all skin types (because we all age!)

www.oneskin.co

Luxe Bath

Want to relax better and relieve stress? LuxeBath has created the ultimate at-home spa experience that transforms your bathroom into a relaxing oasis.

Lay down on their heavenly soft LuxeBath pillow while soaking in warm relaxing water. Their best selling LuxeBath bridge perfectly holds entertainment and wine to complete the bath ambiance.

Grab their best selling relaxation bundle today at a 50% discount! It’s the perfect gift for bath lovers! myluxe.co/sale
Sawdust Winter Fantasy

Open five weekends, plus Black Friday, November 26th. Winter Fantasy is a one-of-a-kind holiday art festival that offers a festive shopping experience. Shop handcrafted art by 150 artists and makers in an enchanting winter wonderland with thousands of lights and decorations, falling snow, three stages of live music, community performances, carolers, puppeteers, festival holiday classes, and daily visits with Santa Claus.

sawdustartfestival.org/festivals/winter-fantasy

She & Him

Celebrate “A Very She & Him Christmas” on Friday, December 3 and Saturday, December 4 at The Theatre at Ace Hotel with folk/indie rock band She & Him, consisting of actress and musician Zooey Deschanel and musician M. Ward.

 axs.com/search?q=she+%26+him

Snow n’ Glow Holiday Festival

Gather your family, friends, and spread holiday cheer at Surfer’s Point LIVE with holiday attractions set to make your Holiday Spirit bright!

Snow tube down our giant Snow Hill made with REAL SNOW! Sip on hot chocolate, enjoying S’mores kits while strolling through millions of lights.

Opens November 26th

snownglow.com

South Coast Botanic Garden

South Coast Botanic Garden’s GLOW has been reimagined for its sophomore year. Guests can expect a better and brighter experience with food, drinks, music and a transformative Garden featuring thousands of lights that will have you hanging on the beach, drinking cocktails on the bayou and chasing waterfalls. And a stunning kelp forest will take your breath away. Tickets are $24.95/person for Members, $34.95/person for Non-Members. Children 4 and younger are free. Tickets at southcoastbotanicgarden.org

Snow Globe LA

Walk through the wardrobe and enter our enchanted forest for a taste of winter. You might just find a farm-to-table gourmet dinner to delight the senses, winter-inspired cocktails in our Artic Lounge, insta-worthy desserts and a 45-min variety show featuring world-class entertainment. Or will you get lost in the forest and find the Ice Queen?

Snow Globe LA is a one-of-a-kind immersive experience coming to DTLA December 7th, 2021 – January 1, 2022.

SnowGlobeLA.com

Tracy’s Dog

Nothing can bring better orgasms than Tracy’s Dog OG Pro2 does. It’s an upgraded version of the famous Tracy’s Dog OG clit sucking vibrator. Its ergonomic, versatile design and remote control function make it super handy, either solo or with a partner! It has 10 suctions and vibration modes, which work simultaneously to ensure it hits all the right spots at the same time!

tracysdog.com/collections/best-sellers/products/og-pro2

Whisper

Meet Whisper. A Sleek, simple-to-use and install bidet that fits neatly under your seat so you can get shower clean.

Shop Our Black Friday Sale and Enjoy 20% OFF With Code BFCM20.

Whisperbidets.com

Fahlo - Animal Tracking Bracelets

Each Fahlo bracelet comes with a real sea turtle, shark, elephant, or polar bear to track on your phone or computer! They partner with nonprofits that track animals for research and donate a portion back to support their research. By combining a tangible bracelet with an interactive tracking experience, their goal is to educate and excite customers about wildlife conservation. The perfect stocking stuffers, buy 2 and get your 3rd free with code HOLIDAY21.

MyFahlo.com
It’s time to say:

#AbsolutelyABX | ABX.org

AbsoluteXtracts CDPH-10004584 CDPH-10002270

SHOP NOW
Order online for delivery or pick-up at a LA dispensary near you.

#AbsolutelyABX | ABX.org
AbsoluteXtracts CDPH-10004584 CDPH-10002270
THE 2021 SO-L.A. GIFT HOLIDAY GUIDE

A curated list of cool, creative and locally made or manufactured items via L.A. Weekly’s Culture and Entertainment Editor.

BY LINA LECARO

With the supply chain still held up, department, drugstore and big online outlets may not look like the best option for your holiday shopping this year. But they never really were. Buying local – whether it be from small DIY creators or bigger companies that happen to be based in your city – feels and looks good, a reminder of the creativity and entrepreneurship that surrounds us. Plus, it’s more unique and personal for the recipient. Here’s some top selections from our annual L.A.-centric gift guide to get you started.

See LAWeekly.com for the full list.

BEAUTY & WELLNESS

Perhaps one of the most “L.A.” gifts you put under the tree this year, ColourPop’s new NBA collab collection, inspired by the Lakers with purple and gold shadows, liners and more, is a slam dunk. (And yes, they offer other teams too!) We’ve long loved L.A. brand ColourPop for its cheeky Hello Kitty and Disney-themed drops, but the pigmented NBA line (there’s even face stickers and high-density glitter gel) and pretty packaging are their biggest winners to date. colourpop.com

Lady Gaga fans know that the talented singer and actress doesn’t slap her name on just any product or brand. Her Haus Labs cosmetics line – which is based right here in California – reflects its namesake with glamorous colors and products that also have a subtle edge. Her new Casa Gaga collection, inspired by her Italian roots, has some gorgeous sets (packed in luxe gold) that’ll make you feel paparazzi (or at least selfie) ready during the holidays. hauslabs.com

Hipdot, the Los Angeles-based beauty company known for inspired collabs with the likes of Spongebob and most recently, The Addams Family, offers some of the best eyeshadow palettes out there. But their lip products are smacking good, too. Perfect gift for spicy chicks you know? Their Tapatio Gloss set featuring pepper-infused lip shine in 5 shades, from clear to extra red hot. hipdot.com

Black Phoenix Alchemy Lab makes multi-faceted scents inspired by books, culture, people, places, moods and moments in time that might provide the olfactory near-equivalent of A Christmas Carol, conjuring ghosts of Christmas past and present, if you let them. blackphoenixalchemylab.com

Burst’s slim design sonic toothbrush is on our wish list, not just because it polishes teeth with 33,000 sonic vibrations/minute. The local company’s latest design is substantially cuter than Oral B’s brushes and it comes in sweet colors like hot pink and lavender, each with tapered charcoal-black bristles. There’s a refill plan for $8 brush head replacements every 12 weeks. burstoralcare.com

SACHEU Beauty from beauty influencer Sarah Cheung features skincare tools and products formulated, tested and manufactured right here in L.A. Skincare obsessives will love their Ultimate SACHEU Beauty Kit including a stainless steel facial roller and gua sha (both promote collagen in the facial skin) and 1 oz bottle of their hydrating “Thick Skin” Serum. sacheu.com

Our Darling is an L.A. cosmetic company and lifestyle brand influenced by the Victorian era with an emphasis on mourning practices and rituals. Choose from luscious lashes and moody palates for the dark Angelena in your life. ourdarlingbeauty.com

Hot tip for boyfriends and girlfriends out there: wanna make your woman feel really sexy? Buy her something from L.A. designer Bao Tranchi. As we wrote in 2018, Tranchi’s body-conscious designs meld lingerie with couture-inspired quality, with signature cut-outs both sultry and sophisticated. From dresses to bodysuits to bras and panties, the local designer’s pieces are statement-making; J-Lo is a fan. With NYE around the corner, Tranchi’s latest looks – incorporating leopard and floral prints with her signature mesh – will be fun to unwrap in more ways than one. baotranchi.com

FASHION & ACCESSORIES

Kat Von D is no longer involved in the makeup biz, but she’s successfully stepped into another hot market – shoes! The tattoo artist and musician brings the attention to detail of her highly revered ink work to footwear, with KVD Shoes, a vegan leather line of boots in red and black that are truly vixen-ish. Stilettos, platforms and more for men and women are highly covetable, especially to the goth and punk crowd. There’s a new coffin-shaped wallet that’s sure to sell out this holiday season, too. Our fave? Black velvet laser-cut spiderweb heels that “strategically cradle your foot” and as Kat says, are “truly a vamp’s shoe dream come true.” vondshoes.com

Pop culture, horror and holiday cheer collide at Poltergeists & Paramours which offers alluring pajamas and lingerie sets, most inspired by scary movies and imagery. From bodysuits and activewear with Freddy and Jason designs...
to sleepwear with Freddy Kruger, L.A’s P&P fülls a niche for horror fans. Also, check out their new holiday line mixing up traditional Christmas prints with iconic slasher imagery.

**HOME & DECOR**

**Ashley Longshore’s artist residency at the Peninsula Beverly Hills yielded some vibrant art show pieces and now you can get and give some. Drawing inspiration from the Peninsula’s stylish suites, the illustrator’s acrylic trays, embroidered linen napkins (set of 6), and small, mixed-media artworks conjure old Hollywood luxury. [ashleylongshore.com](http://ashleylongshore.com)**

**The Academy Museum** is now open, housing classic Hollywood artifacts old and new. It’s a marvel but its gift shop is nearly as impressive as the exhibits. The store even has its own gift guide for entertainment fans. We think local artist Konstantin’s illustrated hand towel featuring different cinema-related landmarks in town might be the ultimate L.A. gift. “I created this map specially for the Academy Museum, as a utopian dream of Los Angeles,” says the artist. “The city that we love, full of trees, plants, and gardens, where everybody is a Star.” [academy-museumstore.org](http://academy-museumstore.org)

**L.A Plaza de Cultura’s “La Tienda” (store)** is full of one-of-a-kind gifts but their 10 Year Anniversary ornament is tops. Made in the likeness of the historic Vickrey-Brunswig Building (1888) and Plaza House (1883), the sculptural tin creation will give Christmas trees an authentic sprinkle of Los Angeles magic. Also check out Plaza’s custom masks, tees, totes and other creations from local crafters. [laplazatienda.org](http://laplazatienda.org)

**Tansey**, Shawna Christian’s inviting shop in Burbank, has gifts to make anyone’s home feel like an oasis. Gorgeous garlands, suncatchers, pillows, textiles and plenty of green plants create an environment you want to take with you. There’s also tons of cool stuff to give—fit for inside and outside – like the eye-catching wind chimes pictured – the abode: [shoptansey.com](http://shoptansey.com)

**R6 Distillery** has a boozy doozy to give the liquor lover in your life. The R6 Mini Gift Set features R6’s award-winning spirits (five 50ml minis in different flavors to be exact). Crafted from locally sourced, high-quality ingredients and presented in an ornate wooden box made from the same oak found in R6’s barrels, it’s an unexpected and classy item for cocktail fans and collectors. [r6distillery.com](http://r6distillery.com)

**Self-love & body confidence are things we should all be sharing. The BodCon, based in L.A., has created a virtual community and podcast to do just that and they’ve got a novel gift item to help spread the message – mirror decals that read “My body is…” and “Today I am…” that come with a custom dry-erase marker. ‘Your loved one fills in words like “beautiful and empowered” to help them see what you see when they get ready each day. [hebodcon.com](http://hebodcon.com)**

**The local ladies behind Kikoko turned “high” tea parties into escapist female bonding events, and now Jennifer Chapin and Amanda Jones have expanded their empire with cannabis tablets and mints (X by Kikiko) in varying strengths, perfect to pop before those big family gatherings. California’s top-selling cannabis beverage brand is still making teas too, of course, and their beautifully packaged herbal mixes are precision dosed for help with libido, sleep and anxiety. We love their manoika honey shot packs for giving and adding to warm holiday drinks and grown-ups’ stockings. [shop.kikoko.com](http://shop.kikoko.com)**

**We all know we need to stay hydrated but doing it in an eco-conscious way that’s also stylish isn’t always simple. L.A.-based entrepreneur/artist couple Paul Kradin and Steve Bauerfein and L.A.-based designer George Esquivel have a new streamlined option. Their customizable bags offer different color combinations and reclaimed leather straps on tote bags made to carry two refillable bottles or tumblers daily. Acrem says their bags can help save the average person 720 plastic bottles, 250 coffee cups and 684 pounds of carbon dioxide* if you use them as intended but we can think of a million other uses too. [aarem.io](http://aarem.io)**

**Joseph Brooks** is an L.A. music and nightlife legend who made a name for himself as a DJ and club promoter, but with Joseph Brooks Jewelry he’s setting new trends. Best known for hand-crafted designs using stones like tourmaline, quartz, onyx and turquoise, JB makes simple yet striking necklaces, bracelets and more. His pyramid studded cuffs, crystal skulls, and one-of-a-kind amethyst pendant all make for exquisite stocking stuffers. [josephbrooksjewelry.com](http://josephbrooksjewelry.com)

**Everyday means a pretty in pink girl/boy/non-binary – fond of ruffles, bows and anything femme. L.A. native model and performer Chrissa Sparkles makes pieces for that pal, from frilly skirts and dresses in velvet, feathers and sparkly stretch materials to Barbie-eque knit sweaters for friends and their pets to match. [shop.chrissasparkles.com](http://shop.chrissasparkles.com)**
EPISODE

Women in Construction: Building America from the Ground Up

Listen at rebuildsocal.org/podcast
HOLIDAY GIFT GUIDE: THE SPICE OF LIFE

BY MICHELE STUEVEN

Whether you’re looking to heat things up, warm the soul of a loved one or fill the house with seasonal aromas, the holidays are all about spice. We’ve got some local stocking stuffers and hostess gifts that will bring joy and spicy inspiration into any kitchen.

Created by Chef Nicole Andrea Guzman, the Mystic Meals line of seasonings and hot sauce range all the way from sweet to savory. Her organic spice mixes come in a variety of blends including Cocoa Coffee BBQ Blast, Curry in a Hurry, Mystic Shawarma, Sicilian citrus herb. Mystic Seasonings are made in small batches and can be customized without salt, sugar, onion, garlic, etc. No preservatives, fillers, or anti-caking agents are used. For 10% off at checkout, use the discount code: Mystic Meow.

Melbourne-inspired West Hollywood café Strings of Life has a few of their favorite items available for purchase, all made here in Los Angeles. Their grocery items are a great gift for Angelenos looking to support neighborhood restaurants and include unique items like SOL-Raccha sauce, strawberry rose geranium jam, tomato chutney, everything bagel seasoning and the crowning glory - fragrant chili crisp. Crunchy bits of chili flakes mixed in oil just manageably spicy enough and the perfect topping for everything from eggs to ice cream.

Bring joy and Danny Trejo into the homes of loved ones this holiday by sending a Trejo’s Tacos Holiday Gift Basket available online while supplies last. The $100 bundle includes a signed Trejo’s Tacos Cookbook, Trejo’s Hot Sauce, Trejo’s Coffee Beans, and a $50 gift card to Trejo’s Tacos in a reusable Trejo’s Tote Bag. Trejo’s Tacos is also offering a $50 gift bundle, which includes the cookbook, coffee beans, and tote.

Arguably one of the best teas on the market, Tea Forte is offering a limited-edition holiday collection of Warming Joy, which includes blends of cherry marzipan, harvest apple spice, raspberry ganache, sweet orange spice and winter chai. All teas in the Warming Joy Gift Set, Presentation Box, Petite Presentation Box, Single Steeps Sampler, and Petite Tea Trees are Kosher certified. They also carry an exciting line of teaware and a pyramid-shaped Warming Joy Advent calendar with numbered doors opening to 24 tea infusers.

Former Crustacean Chef Tony Nguyen and wife Jessica Osbourne have added to their line of Chef Tony Official Drip Sauce spicy chili sauce made from Calabrian and Southeast Asian chili peppers. New to the collection is an all-purpose spice blend and a limited classic drip with added Périgord black truffle.
LA WEEKLY GREEN GIFT GUIDE

What better gift can you give your loved ones than the gift of relaxation and whole-body wellness? Here’s our guide to some of the best cannabis and hemp-derived gifts to share with others this season

BY LA WEEKLY

Absolute Nature

Absolute Nature CBD is a multiple Award-Winning All-Natural premium CBD brand.

Their ethos is rooted in giving back to charity, being eco-friendly, and providing compassion discounts to those who need it most.

With new bundle gift sets on offer – you can brighten up your family and friends year at half the cost!

Perfect Stocking stuffers from CBD & CBG Flower, Gummies, Salves, Pre-Rolls, Oils & More USE CODE: LA50 for 50% – absolutenaturecbd.com/laweekly-gift-guide

Just Live CBD

Just Live was formed when a group of diverse athletes came together with a shared vision of obtaining optimal recovery and performance. After diligent research, we created a trusted all-natural formula CBD that we strongly believe in so you know exactly what you are putting into your body so you can live life your way.

You get the best deal of the year: 40% Off Sitewide. Valid 11/22-12/31. Simply use code GIFT at checkout and save. www.justlive.com

Marina Caregivers

Get all the feels of Christmas morning with these classic Kiva holiday flavors. Whether you are searching for gift ideas or micro dosing through holiday events, Kiva’s consistent dosing and seasonal flavors are sure to enhance our holiday experience.

Looking for more? Marina Caregivers is offering a huge Holiday Sale this year on products you love, see website for details. marinacaregivers.com

CBD Living

Enjoy yourself responsibly with THC Living Cannabis-Infused Beverages, available in three delectable flavors: Mango Lemonade, Pink Lemonade and Arnie 50/50. Each 16 oz beverage delivers 100mg THC with a satisfying, sugar-free taste.

THC Living Beverages are made using our proprietary Water Soluble Technology, which allows nano-sized THC molecules to be quickly absorbed by the body. Enjoy our lemonades as part of a cocktail or straight over ice – taking cannabis has never tasted so good.

https://www.thcliving.com/thc-living-lemonade/

Savage

Use code BFCM35 to receive 35% off all Delta Extrax products and subscriptions! This is the perfect time to stock up on your favorite cannabinoid-infused products. Delta Extrax offers a wide variety of cannabinoid-infused products including gummies, cartridges, disposable devices and more!

You’ll find unique blends of Delta 9 THC, Delta 10, Delta 8, THC-O, THCV, THP, and HHC. Delta Extrax’s award-winning blends of cannabinoid-infused products are truly out of this world, so it’s time for you to experience the higher standard and check out their 35% off sale today!

deltaextrax.com/collections/black-friday-cyber-monday

Just Live Wellness

Our mission is simple. We create high-quality wellness products created by athletes – just for you – so you can celebrate what you live for. Empowering people around the world to unlock the life they want to live. Go to justlive.com to get 40% off sitewide with coupon code: GIFT. Valid 11/22-12/31. www.justlive.com
THERE'S ALWAYS ANOTHER
DESTINATION

SUNBOLDT GROWN
WANDERLUST

WONDERBUD GARDEN
REDCREST, HUMBOLDT COUNTY

EAGLE ROCK, CA • BERKELEY, CA • REDWAY, CA • RIO DELL, CA

RETAIL LOCATIONS AT SUNBOLDT.COM
Here are some of the best cannabis products we’ve seen this year to help you stuff joints instead of stockings.

**BY JIMI DEVINE**

It’s time to do some holiday shopping for the cannabis enthusiast in your life! This year has provided a bunch of great new options for you to pick from. Whether you want them to grow better pot or upgrade their dab rig to something a bit more flashy, we certainly have something for everyone.

**Flower Mill**

We see a lot of grinder tech here at L.A. Weekly. Nearly 85% of the grinders we see across America fall into the same format. But within the other 15%, you start to see better materials and new concepts. Flower Mill certainly covers the latter. At first, we were wary of its revolutionary design that looked like it was replacing the actual grinding mechanisms with a grater, but it works so bomb. I now use a Flower Mill almost exclusively.

**Zen Quick Shooter + Raw Straight Tube**

The new and improved straight tube is the latest offering from the biggest name in cannabis rolling papers. The new version works even better with rolling machines like Zen Shooter. These are definitely one of the best options for people who don’t have the finger dexterity to roll joints due to a medical condition.

**Vibes Cali**

While we’re still on the subject of cones, Vibes’ new Cali line is an exceptional offering in the space. While there have certainly been plenty of empty cones you could fill yourself over the years, most of them felt like either pinners or obnoxious two-handed king-size things with no middle ground. Vibes Cali three packs fill that void by being a bit bigger than your average cone tube plus a straighter design. So in addition to the additional volume to accommodate more weed, you’re getting a better hit.

**Volcano Onyx**

Few technologies in any space have remained as dominant a force over the last two decades as the team at Storz and Bickel. While last year they went for flash with the gold edition, this year’s upgrades are not just for looks. The hardware in the Volcano Onyx series is the best yet, in addition to new-age things like Bluetooth, it just generally heats up faster than any of its previous incarnations over the last two decades. While running a bit higher in price than the other products we recommend this year, they are not only the best vaporizer on the market but many 20-year-old models are still in use. It’s like a McLaren and a Toyota Camry had a baby.

**Indiglow Puffco Pro**

So you thought the first edition Special Edition Peak Pro wasn’t as loud as you’d hoped with its slick white finish? Fear not, the Puffco team went purple psychedelic spiral Illuminati for the new Indiglow edi-
tion Peak Pro, arguably its most stunning special edition yet, though some of the originals between 2018 and the Pro launch last year were pretty dope. One thing that separates this drop from the past is that all of Puffco’s top-notch accessories like the charging base, hot knife, and travel bag have special Indiglow editions to match your new electronic dab rig.

**Lochby Grow Journal**

So your significant other has become quite the green thumb since the pandemic started and now they’re yelling in the backyard about winning the Emerald Cup? Nice. It’s time for you to help them take their game to the next level with a grow journal so they can better keep track of their garden. While not marketed as such, we think Lochby field guides are the perfect grow journal option from the hills of the Emerald Triangle all the way down to Tijuana. They have just the right amount of weatherproofing and durability for the task without looking like goofy overkill.

**Seeds**

The cannabis genome isn’t going to progress without our help fam! Christmas is a great opportunity to give your grandmother the cannabis seeds you want to grow in her backyard next year – just don’t let cousin Billy know about your plan. He’s been eyeballing a few drops from Seed Junky and Compound. Also, Compton’s own Masonic smoker has declared all untested seed packs are called “Expedition Packs.” We’re about it.

---

**Unique gifts for the holidays**

3280 Lincoln Blvd Santa Monica

open everyday
10 AM – 5 PM

teak furniture
indoor furniture
throws
baskets
planters
Mudcloth
Joshua Tree candles
hanging lanterns
indoor plants
cacti
artisanal ceramics
copal
sage
crystals
specimen plants
succulent arrangements
benches

3280 Lincoln Blvd Santa Monica

(310) 314 – 0505
HUNDREDS OF CITY EMPLOYEES MAY BE PLACED ON UNPAID LEAVE DUE TO COVID MANDATE

In this week’s news, COVID-19 mandates are expected to place more than 700 city workers on unpaid leave for non-compliance. Also, the longtime Lakers arena will have a new name after AEG sells the naming rights, and LAUSD will implement an “in-school” quarantine system.

BY ISAI ROCHA

Mayor of L.A. Eric Garcetti said that approximately 700 employees unvaccinated against COVID-19 may be put on unpaid leave within the next two weeks.

As of Nov. 17, Garcetti said there were 77 unvaccinated employees who had already been placed on unpaid leave, but also said a majority of the municipal workers had been vaccinated, including first responders.

“I’ve asked all department heads, including our chiefs of our fire department and police department to ensure that we get as much coverage as possible,” Garcetti said about first responders being vaccinated. “I’m hopeful as these numbers continue to creep up, and they are quite strong already, that that won’t tax us – that we will be able to fulfill our city functions and keep people safe and respond to our 9-1-1 calls.”

In early November, LAPD Chief Michel Moore said 78% of the department was at least partially vaccinated and he expects 100% vaccination rate from his force, although 1,357 of its employees did not submit their vaccination status.

Employees were given an opportunity to seek medical or religious exemptions to the COVID-19 vaccine, which would allow them to continue work under a twice-a-week testing program that would be paid for by the employee.

The baseline testing program began Nov. 19.

STAPLES CENTER IN L.A. WILL BE RENAMED CRYPTO.COM ARENA

The Staples Center arena, home of the Los Angeles Lakers, Clippers, Kings and Sparks will undergo a name change starting Dec. 25. According to a press release sent out by Staples Center, Crypto.com will take over the name change and reveal a new logo the same day the Lakers have their traditional Christmas Day game against the New Jersey Nets.

The Crypto.com Arena signage on and around the arena will not take place until June 2022 as it starts the first of its 20-year naming rights agreement.

Multiple reports say the deal is worth around $700 million.

*Known as the Creative Capital of the
We are Farmers.
We are Felons.
We give back.

1% of net wholesale sales from Farmer and the Felon are donated to a wide range of non-profits and fellow philanthropically-minded organizations such as the Last Prisoner Project.

#CANNABISFORCHANGE | @FARMERANDTHEFELON | FARMERFELON.COM
World, the city of Los Angeles and the people who call it home have always been pioneers, pushing the boundaries and innovating as the undeniable global leaders of culture and entertainment,” Crypto.com Co-Founder CEO Kris Marszalek said in a press release. “We’re very excited about partnering with AEG and investing long term in this city, starting with Crypto.com Arena in the heart of downtown, and using our platform in new and creative ways so that cryptocurrency can power the future of world-class sports, entertainment and technology for fans in L.A. and around the world.”

The agreement between AEG and Crypto.com will also extend to the surrounding areas of L.A. Live, The Novo and the Microsoft theater.

This will be the Los Angeles arena’s first name change as it has always been known as Staples Center since opening in 1999.

LAUSD TO ALLOW ‘IN-SCHOOL QUARANTINE’ FOR COVID CLOSE-CONTACT STUDENTS

When the new semester starts on January 11, unvaccinated LAUSD students who are close contacts to someone exposed to COVID-19 may continue going to class through “in-school quarantine.”

Under this “modified quarantine” students may continue attending classes, so long as they are not feeling symptoms and keep their masks on at all times (except when eating or drinking).

If a student does experience COVID-19 symptoms, they will be required to quarantine from home.

Those close-contact students will also be required to test twice a week while under the modified quarantine. The first test will be one to two days after the exposure and the second test will come more than three days after exposure.

The quarantine would mean “more students will be able to stay in school after an exposure,” according to the LAUSD superintendent’s report. “Now schools have a new option, called ‘modified quarantine’ which would allow children to continue in-person instruction during regular school hours, while under the Health Officer Quarantine orders,” Los Angeles Public Health said about its modified quarantine option. “This new option is based on a review of information collected by Public Health during the first month of school which showed that very few children in quarantine end up having COVID-19.”

This was part of a slew of COVID-19 regulation modifications set by LAUSD last week.

Under the new regulations, vaccinated students will no longer have to a baseline COVID-19, nor take weekly tests.

The current LAUSD regulations require all students, regardless of vaccination status, to submit weekly COVID-19 tests in order to attend school on-campus.

The district’s outdoor masking regulations can be removed if the given school is 85% vaccinated. Indoor masking will remain regardless of vaccination status.

As of now, all LAUSD students ages 12 and up are required to be vaccinated, with the deadline for a second dose set for Dec. 19, to be uploaded to the district’s “Daily Pass” by Jan. 10.

While the FDA has not given full approval of a COVID-19 vaccine to be used on children ages 12-15, LAUSD set its own vaccine mandate that is stricter than that of the state. Vaccines have also not been given full approval for ages 5-11, although they are authorized to be administered on a voluntary basis.

Teachers and employees had until Monday to be fully vaccinated in order to work on campus and 100% of the current district staff have met the requirement.
TIS THE SEASON TO BE WRAPPING AND RAPPING
The Musical Holiday Gift Guide

BY BRETT CALLWOOD

It’s the beginning of December guys. If you haven’t got your gifts sorted by now, you really need to get on that shit before delivery dates become an issue. It’ll be Christmas Eve before you know it, and the last thing you want is to be scrambling around trying to buy something passable at 7-11. If you’re at a loss for something cool to order, we can help. Read on.

Kudos to the good people at Rhino for the new deluxe box set of the Replacements’ debut album Sorry Ma, Forgot to Take Out the Trash. An LP and four CDs – that’s five discs of material that came out of that phenomenal early ‘80s period when the sound was gloriously raw and ragged, and very punky. That’s five versions of “Takin’ a Ride,” for example. It’s for fans only, but each disc offers fascinating insight into this most fascinating of bands. There’s also a book that features an enlightening interview and some great pics. It’s been lovingly assembled – there are hours of joy on there.

Seasons of Mist has four sets of the Christian Death albums that feature Valor Kand. So that means no Only Theatre of Pain, or the three albums recorded by founder Rozz Williams under the name in the mid ‘90s. But starting with 1984’s Catastrophe Ballet, right up to 2015’s The Root of All Evilution, we get some of the band’s darkest, dankest and more experimental work. It’s not very Christmasy, but it’s perfect for the winter months.

Madonna has some awesome clothes available from her Madame X tour/movie merch. We adore the “Disturb the Peace” hoodie in particular – suitably punky and determined. It’s cozy and warm (80% cotton, 20% polyester) and holds up well to machine washes. But more importantly, it looks great. Available from shop.madonna.com.

Black Sabbath has joined forces with DC Shoes for a series of awesome casual footwear, plus beanies, shirts, etc. The sneakers and house shoes look great, and are high quality. It’s all to celebrate the 50th anniversary of the Master of Reality album. DC says, “50 years on from the genre-defining 1971 album, Master of Reality, DC is celebrating one of the most important heavy metal albums of all time. The Black Sabbath Collection pays homage to this anniversary and the inextricable link between the band and skateboarding.”

Aggronautix has done it again. Their Throbbleheads series has long produced some excellent punk rock collectible bobblehead toys. L.A. punk fans will love their new sculpt of the Circle Jerks’ “skank man” logo/mascot. The guy is mid-skank, his head nodding as he goes. It’s superb, and limited edition. In addition, they have a wonderful new HR (of Bad Brains) Throbblehead – the dude looking both serene and ready to go.

Black & White & Weird All Over: The Lost Photographs of “Weird Al” Yankovic ’83-’86 is an odd and glorious collection of old photos of the enigmatic oddball, taken by his
drummer and photographer Jon Schwartz. It’s a sweet and affectionate portrayal of an artist we often reduce to “goofball” – while it does showcase his silly side, the body of work is also very human and warm.

David Thomas, main man with Cleveland pioneering curveball punks Pere Ubu, has remixed two slabs of contrasting work by the band: 1998’s Pennsylvania and 2002’s St. Arkansas. The former is slightly lighter, the latter darker and that is reflected in the light blue/dark blue vinyl which helps make these reissues so damn pretty. But musically, Pere Ubu has always been a quirky, experimental and gloriously awkward beast. Thomas sounds like Black Francis’ bonkers brother, and long may that remain the case. These albums, through Fire Records, are well worth a listen for fans new and old, and those who have never heard the band but have always been Ubu-curious.

A&M/UMe Records have celebrated the 50th anniversary of Cat Stevens’ classic Teaser and the Firecat album with a monster box set. The 1971 album was Stevens’ fifth, and the follow-up to the flawless Tea for the Tillerman. The artist later known as Yusuf released an updated version of that album last year, called Tea for the Tillerman 2, but this box tops it. There’s so much to dig through, including an alternative version of the album and a live album on vinyl, four CDs including a remaster of the album plus a ton of demos and live material, a 7” single of “Moonshadow,” and a blu-ray with videos and more live footage. There’s also a hardback book featuring masses of photos, liner notes and more, and an illustration book. The whole thing is gorgeous and has been lovingly put together. And of course, it helps that the album was superb to begin with.

K-Pop girl group Blackpink has released a range of super-cute bags, just in time for the holidays. Stylish, elegant and very handy thanks to the many pockets and straps, the bags essentially come in black and pink (appropriately enough). A great gift for the exuberant pop fan in the family.

Similarly, the Bugatti Group has partnered with legendary rockers the Rolling Stones for a range of bags – luggage, wallets, crossbodies and more. The black bag that we received, which honestly is going to replace our ancient laptop bag, is ideal for multiple purposes. Multiple zippered sections, an adjustable strap and handles make it super-useful. In addition, the iconic Stones logo in rubber on the front tops it all off. Available at bfashionbags.com.

Underrated design company Lucie Kaas has a line of simple and elegant figurines that kinda look like classier peg dolls (remember those?) but stand a lot taller at about 5.5 inches. They sent us the Aladdin Sane – wooden Bowie looking majestic in his gold suit, bright red hair and iconic lightning strike across his face. It’s an instantly recognizable rock & roll image, given the 3D treatment for your lounge. It’s also have Freddie Mercury, Elton John, Prince, the men of Run DMC, and more. Available at luciekaas.com.

Check in at laweekly.com for a longer version of this story with more gifts.
BOOKS FOR ALL THE ART LOVERS ON YOUR GIFT LIST

Pile the coffee table high with eye-grabbing and thought-provoking artsy titles

BY SHANA NYS DAMBROT

From sumptuous publications on some favorite contemporary and historical artists to original book projects by independent painters and photographers, multiple romantic and eccentric love letters to Los Angeles and to sneaker culture, quirky design-inspired fiction, life-affirming creative actions, insightful memoirs and biographies by and about titanic art world figures and more — here are some of L.A. Weekly’s favorite art books of the moment, perfect for giving and for keeping.

ART

Karen Halverson: *Mulholland* (MW Editions). Photographer Karen Halverson fell in love with Mulholland Drive in 1988, in New York City. That’s where she encountered David Hockney’s monumental painting *Mulholland Drive: The Road to the Studio*, and when she moved to Los Angeles a few years later, she was eager to explore the real thing. Driving the curvaceous length of the road along the crest of the Santa Monica Mountains for more than two years, the resulting book features 41 panoramic photographs with saturated palettes and dramatic flair. Along with insightful and evocative text by David Kipen, the book takes a 52-mile drive from PCH to the Hollywood sign, through the natural landscapes that define the region, to the built environments that shape its culture. mведitions.com

Blake Little: *Primary* (Independent). We are born naked, and before we start to construct our identity with, for example, clothes, the birthday suit is who we are. To be naked can be powerful, and it can be vulnerable, especially for the camera. Followers of Little’s nuanced male portraiture have long asked him to make a book of nudes, but his work has always been careful to stay on the thoughtful side of anything like pornography, so he took his time with this project. Shot over four years, both in his Los Angeles studio and around North America and Europe, this is his most ambitious book yet. blakelittle.com

Hayao Miyazaki (DelMonico Books). For over four decades, Hayao Miyazaki’s animated films have offered timeless explorations of youth and what it means to grow up. He is celebrated and admired around the world for his delicate and kaleidoscopic creative vision, unmatched craftsmanship and empathy, and the universal appeal of his natural settings and expressive characters, many of whom are strong girls and young women. This lavish new book marks the occasion of Miyazaki’s acclaimed exhibition at the recently inaugurated Academy Museum of Motion Pictures in L.A. artbook.com

Sarah Cain’s *Music Book* (X Artists’ Books). A series of colorful abstractions painted atop a collection of vintage sheet music found in Switzerland, Cain’s paintings interact with the musical notation itself, as well as its former owner’s handwritten notes. Cain has been carrying the notebook around since 2008, like a diary, adding to it intuitively and whimsically. Questioning ideas of authorship and certainty, while beguilingly illustrating the unpredictable vagaries of time’s passages, *Music Book* is an extension of Cain’s colorful, pattern-rich painting but at an immediate and intimate scale. xartistbooks.com

Beyond Sunset: Strange Tales of Southern California (Independent). People come to Southern California, and especially to Los Angeles, to chase their dreams. People here love to reinvent themselves, sometimes too often. In honor of the region’s permanent fresh start energy, a new collaborative artist comic’s debut issue looks at Los Angeles as a city with boundless creative potential — and a lot of secrets. The series is called *Beyond Sunset* because its founders wanted to highlight parts of the Southland that are not the usual film and TV suspects, prompting the creators to tell and illustrate stories set in their neighborhoods, and the special spots that only they know. beyondsunsetcomics.com

Mickalene Thomas (Phaidon). Beloved creator of obsession-worthy work in painting, collage, photography, video and immersive installations, Mickalene Thomas’ unmistakable exuberance of color, pattern, texture and empowerment have captivated for decades. With influences drawn from 19th-century European painting and popular culture, Thomas crafts a world of aspiration and confidence, built through the lens of gender and race, subverting harmful norms of beauty, sexuality and celebrity. This book is the first survey of her extraordinary career, and coincides with a literal global show, opening at Lévy Gorvy galleries in New York, London, Paris, Hong Kong, and Galerie Nathalie Obadia in Paris. phaidon.com

What Is Now Known Was Once Only Imagined: An (Auto)biography of Niki de Saint

BIOGRAPHY
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Phalle by Nicole Rudick (Siglio). Known for exuberant, large-scale sculptures that celebrate the giddy abundance of female energy and presence, Niki de Saint Phalle viewed making art as a manifested performance of life force. An unconventional, lavishly illustrated biography told in the first person in Saint Phalle’s voice and through her own hand, represents a unique form of collaboration with the author, as it assembles a gorgeously detailed account of Saint Phalle’s visual and textual works from a trove of paintings, drawings, sketches and writings, many previously unpublished, that illuminate the wellsprings of her radical joy. artbook.com

Connor Franta: House Fires (Simon & Schuster). The bestselling author of A Work in Progress and Note to Self moves forward with his soulful new collection of stories, poetry and original photography. Humanitarian, entrepreneur, and creator Connor Franta challenges readers — and himself — to consider their place in the world. Writing about, “confusion and clarity, loneliness and whirlwind romances, despair and elation,” Franta invites readers to resonate with a young man’s reconciliation with the past, his search for purpose and the power of potential. simonandschuster.com

Ai Weiwei: 1000 Years of Joys and Sorrows (Penguin Random House). Ai Weiwei’s sweeping memoir presents a history of the last century in China while also meditating on the forces of light and darkness that forged his artistic process and personality. The artist recounts his childhood in exile, his decision to leave his family to study art in America, and his fraught return to China presaging his rise to superstardom and activism — and how his work has been shaped by living under, critiquing and escaping into exile from a repressive regime. penguinrandomhouse.com

Light on Fire: The Art and Life of Sam Francis by Gabrielle Selz (University of California Press). A comprehensive and impeccably sourced biography of the most important American abstract artists of the 20th century, this book traces Francis’ operatic life story. Having achieved meteoric early success, his restless nature eventually resulted in five marriages, global travels, and founding a museum, a publishing company, a reforestation program and several nonprofits. With stories spanning World War II San Francisco to postwar Paris, New York, Tokyo and Los Angeles, Selz crafts an intimate portrait of a man who, “sought to resolve in art the contradictions he couldn’t resolve in life.” ucpress.edu

As We Rise: Photography from the Black Atlantic (Aperture). As We Rise presents photographs from African diasporic culture through more than 100 impactful works by Black artists born or based in Africa, this book takes into account and embraces the current popularity in exhibitions, collections and scholarship reflecting a worldwide awakening to the sublime eclecticism of modern and contemporary African art. The project was curated in consultation with a global advisory board, and pairs its indelible images with supporting texts that explain further each artist’s contribution to the discourse whether through painting, sculpture, installation, photography, moving image or performance art. phaidon.com

M.C. Escher Kaleidocycles (TASCHEN). The magical mystery world of M.C. Escher (1898-1972) has beckoned artists, scientists, mathematicians, children and stoned teenagers for generations — spawning album art, films, posters and mountains of sundry merch. A new participatory book puts Escher’s impossible objects in your hands with some 20 DIY 3-D polyhedra patterns, including his mind-bending patterns and a lesson in the geometric principles behind Escher’s optical marvels. taschen.com

Soled Out: The Golden Age of Sneaker Advertising by Simon Wood (Phaidon). More than a decade in the making, Soled Out collects vintage sneaker advertisements from the industry’s early heights. Written and compiled by Simon ‘Woody’ Wood, founder of the iconic Sneaker Freaker magazine, the book is absurdly comprehensive and physically gigantic — with almost 900 images. Featuring superstar athletes and cultural icons such as Andre Agassi, Paula Abdul, Bo Jackson, Bugs Bunny, Michael
Andrea Palladio in Los Angeles (PAX Monographs/William Stout Architectural Books). A collection of 21 new Palladio-inspired projects set in present-day Los Angeles, contextualized with critical narrative and reproduced projects from the legendary architect’s own writings and archives, the publication directly engages with classical architectural history, but is really about today’s L.A. Through the lens of Palladian proportion, typology, and ideology, this publication offers a charming counter-factual timeline in which the 16th century Italian architect was somehow able to practice here, and what that might have meant for us. stoumbooks.com

Death by Design at Alcatraz by Anthony Poon (Golf Books). The Fountainside meets Squid Game in this mystery of obsession and murder set in the fancy but cut-throat world of contemporary architecture. "On a foggy morning, a world-famous architect plunges to his death off a San Francisco cliff..." It soon becomes apparent that architects are being murdered at a rate corresponding to their participation in a commission bid to build a new museum on Alcatraz. With lofty ideals succumbing to greed and ambition, this allegory of the world of modern architecture is written by an insider of the trade — but he’s probably exaggerating, right? golfbooks.com

LaWeekly Classifieds

Assistant Designer - ft. women’s jeans & casual wear; resume: Kan Can Inc., 1440 E. 26th St, Vernon, CA 90058

Vogue International LLC has an opening for Brand Manager in Los Angeles, CA. Formulate & apply mathematical modeling & other optimizing methods to develop & interpret information. Position supervises 1 direct report - title of Associate Brand Manager. Some travel (up to 20%) required to work on projects at various, unanticipated sites to participate. To apply, please send resume to: Vol194004@hotmail.com. Please refer to job #A011.157.

Cedars-Sinai Imaging Medical Group, PC, seeks a Diagnostic and Interventional Neuroradiologist in Los Angeles, CA. S/he will provide comprehensive diagnostic neuroradiology services to the brain, head, neck, and spine, using all appropriate neuroradiologic techniques, and provide comprehensive elective and emergency neuroradiological services to patients. A Californialicensure in Diagnostic and Interventional Neuroradiology fellowship training in Interventional Neuroradiology fellowship training in Neuroradiology, and a license to practice medicine in the state of CA, and 7 years of exp. as a neuroradiologist. Must have experience with: MR imaging, CT imaging, radiography, ultrasound, perfusion, spectroscopy, and biopsies. Email resumes to Barry.Pressman@cshs.org.

Software Developer - Santa Monica, CA. Responsible for managing the life cycle of subscriptions, applications software, from acquisition onward. Requires: Bachelors deg or foreign equ in Comp Sci, Comp Eng, Info Sys, Bus Admin, Bus Management or Csly rel + 5 yrs exp in Software Development occup’n. ALT: Req: Master’s deg or foreign equiv in Comp Sci, Comp Eng, Info Sys or Csly R‘d R + 3 yrs exp pro Software Development occup’n. Code: SDLC-01

Send CV to Hulu, 2500 Broadway, Floor 2, Santa Monica, CA 90404. Please reference code listed above for the position to which you are applying.

COMPUTER/IT - HULU, LLC - Senior Software Developer - Santa Monica, CA: Hulu desktop apps that Hulu clients run on. Req: SDLC-01 deg or foreign equiv in Comp Sci, Comp Eng, Info Tech or Csly R‘d R in rel eng discip such as Civil, chemical, electrical, environmental, industrial or mechanical eng + 2 yrs exp pro in Software Development occup’n. Send CV to: HR, HULU, LLC, A. Noronha, 2500 Broadway, Floor 2, Santa Monica, CA 90404. Please refer code: SDLC-01

High School Math Teacher; fft. resume: Parents in Partnership dba Valley Art’s Preparatory High School, 18827 Roscoe Blvd., Northridge, CA 91324

Graphic Designer sought by Recycled Karma Brands LLC to plan and design company’s website layouts, packaging design, and DM graphics, develop new designs, and styles for apparel, utilize vital design programs, and edit and manipulate graphic design images for web and social media, etc. Job site: Los Angeles, CA. Resume to: 717 N. Highland Ave. #17, Los Angeles, CA 90038. Attn: Jene Park.
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ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE FOR CHANGE OF NAME CASE NUMBER: 21CHCP00384
PETITION OF RICHARD MICHAEL BOZZO FOR CHANGE OF NAME
To All interested Persons: 1. Petitioner: RICHARD MICHAEL BOZZO filed a petition with this court for a decree changing names as follows: Present name: RICHARD VASTANDO
2. The COURT ORDERS that all persons interested in this matter appear before this court at the hearing indicated below to show cause, if any, why the petition for change of name should not be granted. Any person objecting to the name changes described above must file a written objection that includes the reasons for the objection at least two court days before the matter is scheduled to be heard and must appear at the hearing to show cause why the petition should not be granted. If no written objection is timely filed, the court may grant the petition without a hearing.

NOTICE OF HEARING
Date: December 22nd, 2021 Time: 8:30am Dept: F47
The address of the court is: SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, County of Los Angeles North Valley District 9425 Penfield

ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE FOR CHANGE OF NAME CASE NUMBER: 21CHCP00384
PETITION OF Lorenzo De Leon FOR CHANGE OF NAME
To All interested Persons: 1. Petitioner: Lorenzo De Leon filed a petition with this court for a decree changing names as follows: Present name: Lorenzo De Leon to proposed name: Juan Alonso Angulo Vasquez
2. The COURT ORDERS that all persons interested in this matter appear before this court at the hearing indicated below to show cause, if any, why the petition for change of name should not be granted. Any person objecting to the name changes described above must file a written objection that includes the reasons for the objection at least two court days before the matter is scheduled to be heard and must appear at the hearing to show cause why the petition should not be granted. If no written objection is timely filed, the court may grant the petition without a hearing.

NOTICE OF HEARING
Date: December 20th, 2021 Time: 10:30am Dept: C Room: 512. The address of the court is: SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, County of Los Angeles Norwalk Courthouse 12720 Norwalk Blvd. Norwalk, CA 90650. MAILING ADDRESS: SAME.

3. A copy of this Order To Show Cause shall be published at least once each week for four consecutive weeks prior to the date set for hearing on the petition in the following newspaper of general circulation, printed in this county: LA Weekly. Date: 10/22/21. Judge David B. Gelfound Justice of the Superior Court.

Avenue, Chatsworth, CA 91311. MAILING ADDRESS: SAME.

3. A copy of this Order To Show Cause shall be published at least once each week for four consecutive weeks prior to the date set for hearing on the petition in the following newspaper of general circulation, printed in this county: LA Weekly. Date: 10/22/21. Judge David B. Gelfound Judge of the Superior Court.

FICTITIOUS BUSINESS STATEMENT 20210410B
The following persons are doing business as:
1. WRAPPED WITH MOLDOVE
2. MOLDOVE 3. LA APPAREL SERVICES Street address: 850 5. BROADWAY ST SUITE 606 LOS ANGELES CA 90014. MAILING ADDRESS: 1820 SOUTH COCHRAN AVE LOS ANGELES CA 90019. Articles of Incorporation or Organization Number: At
ON 201605100834
REGISTERED OWNERS: 1. MK APPAREL INDUSTRIES LLC. 1820 SOUTH COCHRAN AVE LOS ANGELES CA 90019. This business is conducted by the listed persons. The date registered started to transact business under the fictitious business name or names listed above. N/A. NOTICE - IN ACCORDANCE WITH SUBDIVISION AU OF SECTION 17920, A FICTITIOUS NAME STATEMENT EXPRESSES FIVE YEARS FROM THE DATE IT WAS FILED IN THE OFFICE OF THE COUNTY CLERK EXCEPT, AS PROVIDED IN SUBDIVISION ID OF SECTION 17920, WHERE IT EXPRESSES 40 DAYS AFTER ANY CHANGE IN THE FACTS SET FORTH IN THE STATEMENT PURSUANT TO SECTION 17915 OTHER THAN A CHANGE IN RESIDENCE ADDRESS OF A REGISTERED OWNER. A NEW FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME STATEMENT MUST BE FILED BEFORE THE EXPIRATION EFFECTIVE JANUARY 1, 2014. THE FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME STATEMENT MUST BE ACCOMPANIED BY THE AFFIDAVIT OF BENEFICENT FORM. THE FILING OF THIS STATEMENT does not by itself authorize the use in this state of a fictitious business name in violation of the rights of another under federal, state, or common law (see Section 14411 et seq., Business and Professions Code.) Publish 11/26, 12/03, 12/10, 12/17/21. LA Weekly

REAL ESTATE
ROOM FOR RENT

WANTED HOTWHEELS
1968-1985 COLLECTOR WILL PAY TOP DOLLAR
(562) 708-9069 acmecollectables.com

LIVE-IN DOMESTIC COUPLE
Looking for a legal, honest, vaccinated, energetic live-in proactive couple in WLA area (2 acres, 3 adults, animals, informal lifestyle). Job requirements: housekeeping, handy person skills, cooking, chauffeuring, and car maintenance. English speaking, non-smoking, and experienced with solid references.

Work 5 days a week. Tue-Sat, competitive salary + benefits. Serious inquiries only please. Please send resume or work history and qualifications to April at amarkresumes@gmail.com.